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Rationale
The activities included in this booklet are designed for 10th grade, 4-5 point students to practice interactive 
speaking skills. In these collaborative activities, the students work in pairs or small groups to actively 
produce and create language. 

The activities are carefully structured and scaffolded, and the students are provided with the pre-requisites 
they need to succeed. These include listening comprehension activities, model dialogues, functional language 
and topic vocabulary, where necessary, all of which provide the students with the input they need to speak 
independently.

The activities are practical and relevant to the students’ life experience, and cover a wide range of real-life 
situations, such as:

• asking and answering personal questions in formal and informal situations

• conducting service encounters in stores, restaurants, train stations

• seeking and giving advice

• agreeing and disagreeing

• discussing similarities and differences

• making decisions

• expressing opinions 

• requesting information

• describing people, places and experiences

• discussing advantages and disadvantages

• stating preferences

• making suggestions

• making recommendations

Classroom Procedures
Communicative language teaching is based on real-life situations that require verbal interaction. Several 
types of classroom activities foster this aim; however, the procedure for implementing each differs. Whatever 
the type of activity, the students should be prepared beforehand by practicing the language required for the 
specific task.

•  Group and pair discussions are usually held either before a content-based lesson as an introduction, or 
afterwards as an extension of ideas raised in the lesson. Discussions are best held in pairs or small groups 
of four or five in order to allow all students to express their ideas freely. Set a time limit, after which 
representatives from different pairs or groups present their opinions or conclusions to the class. 

•  In role-play activities, pairs of students are given information about who they are and then put 
themselves into these people’s shoes. Allow time for preparation before beginning. Ask questions such 
as: How do the people feel? Why do they feel this way? Provide the necessary language and write it on 
the board. If you wish, allow the students to make an outline of the role-play by jotting down the main 
points before they begin. The participants then act out the scenario. Invite volunteers to perform their 
role-play for the class.

•  Interviews on selected topics provide an opportunity to converse with people outside of the classroom. 
Alternatively, students can interview each other on a given topic. The students should be told the purpose 
of the interview and prepare their own questions, individually or in pairs, with this in mind.  Have the 
students share their questions with the class. Write, or have a student write, the questions on the board. 
You may wish to require a minimum number of questions, such as five. After the interview, the students 
report the gist of the conversation to the class. If the interviewee agrees, the interview may be recorded 
and played back for the class. 
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Tips for Classroom Management
Classroom management refers to the techniques teachers use to create a successful learning environment.
Effective classroom management involves clear communication of expectations, both academic and 
behavioral, as well as the creation of a cooperative learning environment. Rules and procedures should be 
established at the beginning of the school year. These may relate to seating arrangements, pair and group 
work, the use of equipment and materials, classroom etiquette and behavior, as well as consequences for 
misbehavior. It is important to be consistent in enforcing these rules and procedures. 

You may want to involve the students in establishing their classroom rules. Teachers who have done so often 
find that the rules created by the students are the same as, or even tougher than, the rules they themselves 
might create. Involving the students fosters an environment in which they are likely to be better behaved and 
more motivated to learn.

Facilitation During the Activities
There are several things teachers can do to facilitate speaking in the classroom:

•  Create a supportive classroom atmosphere in which students feel confident to speak English.

•  Have a clear goal.

•  Prepare well. Plan how you will conduct the activity.

•  Establish rules for participation in the activity and make sure the students understand them. 

•  Help students prepare for the activity by reviewing the structures, vocabulary and useful language they 
will need in order to complete the task. Write them on the board.

•  Brainstorm. Ask the students to contribute ideas and write them on the board.

•  Allow the students a few minutes to organize their ideas before beginning, for example, by writing down 
key points in their notebooks.

•  Stress the importance of listening respectfully to other students’ ideas and perspectives.

•  Have students perform the speaking activity in pairs or small groups before reporting back to the whole 
class.

•  Limit your own involvement. Circulate around the room, listening and making sure the students are on 
task and speaking English, but do not interrupt or correct unless asked to do so. You may want to make a 
note of common mistakes and relate to them after the students have completed the activity.

•  Give positive reinforcement by restating the students’ ideas and using body language to indicate your 
approval of their responses.

•  Set a time limit for the activity. Don’t let it drag on until the students become restless.

Success-Oriented Feedback
 Positive feedback encourages student effort and achievement, whereas negative feedback has the opposite 
effect. Therefore, it is important to provide feedback in such a way that the student does not leave the 
classroom feeling defeated.

•  Base your feedback on what the students are doing right. When necessary to correct, provide an 
explanation and example of what is both correct and incorrect about their work.

•  Give feedback as soon as the student has shown evidence of improvement. If too much time elapses, the 
student may not connect the feedback with the improvement.

•  Be sensitive to the needs of the individual student in order not to damage their self-esteem. 

•  Provide feedback one-on-one. Nobody likes to have their weaknesses pointed out in front of others. 
Meeting with students individually avoids embarrassment and allows the student to ask any questions he 
or she may have. This can be done during class time when the students are working independently.
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•  Concentrate on one aspect of the students’ work at a time. Decide on a particular skill you want to assess, 
such as effective use of the functional language which has been practiced previously. Make sure the 
students are aware of what you will be focusing on.

•  Praise freely. Acknowledging a student’s efforts reinforces good behavior and a desire to learn.  

Teaching Tips
•  Go over the instructions for the activities carefully with the students so that they know what is expected 

of them.

•  The warm-up activities can be done frontally with the whole class or in pairs.

•  When the students search for words, help them with prompts.

•  Review the functional language before the students do each activity to make sure they understand the 
meanings of the expressions.

•  Have the students look at the topic vocabulary and see which words they know. They can compare with a 
partner and check the meanings in their dictionaries. 

•  Encourage the students to practice all of the model dialogues with a partner

•  Give the students enough time to practice the role-play situations and then act them out in front of the 
class.

•  Encourage the students to exchange roles in the role-play situations.

•  Students can create videos of the situations and share them with the teacher or with the whole class.

Lesson Overviews

1 Welcome!

Activity Type Role-play

Objective The students will be able to express and find out attitudes about English language 
learning using useful words and expressions.

Function Agreeing and disagreeing; Asking for and giving advice

CEFR Level B1

Suggested Timing Warm-up activity 5 minutes

Review functional language and topic vocabulary 5  minutes

Discussion 10 minutes

Practice dialogue 10 minutes

Role-play activity 15 minutes

Suggestion Give the students a list of professions (for example, pilot, journalist, flight 
attendant) and have them explain why these people need to know how to speak 
English.
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2 Meeting People  Greeting and introducing 

Activity Type Role-play

Objective The students will be able to greet and introduce themselves to other students 
using formal and informal expressions.

Function Greeting and introducing

CEFR Level B1

Suggested Timing Warm-up activity 5 minutes

Listening comprehension activities 10 minutes

Review functional language 5 minutes

Role-play activity 25 minutes

Suggestion Have the students take on a persona such as someone famous.  

3 Solving a Problem  Asking for and giving advice 

Activity Type Role-play

Objective The students will be able to ask for and give advice about a problem using useful 
expressions.

Function Asking for and giving advice 

CEFR Level B1

Suggested Timing Warm-up activity 5 minutes

Listening comprehension activities 10 minutes

Review functional language 5 minutes

Role-play activity 25 minutes

Suggestion Tell the students to ask for advice about a problem of their own.

4 Discussing Hypothetical Situations  Imagining 

Activity Type Pair work discussion

Objective The students will be able to interact for a variety of purposes, such as discussing 
hypothetical situations using useful expressions.

Function Imagining

CEFR Level B1

Suggested Timing Warm-up activity 10 minutes

Review functional language 5 minutes

Discussing hypothetical situations 30 minutes

Suggestion Ask the students to come up with a few more hypothetical situations to discuss. 
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5 Going Shopping  Asking for and giving information

Activity Type Role-play

Objective The students will be able to speak to a salesperson in order to make a purchase 
using useful vocabulary.

Function Asking for and giving information

CEFR Level B1

Suggested Timing Warm-up activity 5 minutes

Review topic vocabulary 5 minutes

Practice dialogue 10 minutes

Role-play activity 25 minutes

Suggestion Have the students choose another item to find out about and buy.

6 Going Shopping  Discussing options

Activity Type Role-play

Objective The students will be able to discuss options using useful expressions.

Function Asking for and giving opinions

CEFR Level B1

Suggested Timing Warm-up activity 5 minutes

Listening comprehension activity 10 minutes

Review functional language 5 minutes

Role-play activity 25 minutes

Suggestion Tell the students to decide on another item of clothing to try on.

7 Planning a Party  Agreeing and disagreeing

Activity Type Group discussion

Objective The students will be able to interact for a wide variety of purposes such as group 
decision making using useful expressions.

Function Agreeing and disagreeing

CEFR Level B1

Suggested Timing Warm-up activity 10 minutes

Review functional language 5 minutes

Practice dialogue 10 minutes

Group decision-making 20 minutes

Suggestion Give the students a budget to work with and / or tell them to divide up the 
responsibilities for the party.
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8 Comparing Situations  Talking about similarities and differences

Activity Type Picture comparison

Objective The students will be able to compare and contrast situations. 

Function Talking about similarities and differences

CEFR Level B1

Suggested Timing Warm-up activity 5 minutes

Picture comparison 20 minutes

Discussion questions 20 minutes

Suggestion Ask the students what they think is going to happen next in each picture.

9 Eating Out  Making a reservation

Activity Type Role-play

Objective The students will be able to make a reservation at a restaurant using useful 
expressions.

Function Making a reservation

CEFR Level B1

Suggested Timing Warm-up activity 5 minutes

Review functional language 5 minutes

Practice dialogue 10 minutes

Role-play activity 25 minutes

Suggestion Tell the students to choose a special occasion to celebrate at the restaurant and 
find out the relevant information from the hostess. 

0 Eating Out  Ordering food

Activity Type Role-play

Objective The students will be able to order food from a menu at a restaurant using useful 
words and expressions.

Function Ordering food

CEFR Level B1

Suggested Timing Warm-up activity 10 minutes

Review topic vocabulary and functional language 10 minutes

Role-play activity 25 minutes

Suggestion Have the students ask the waiter about vegetarian or vegan dishes, or about a 
children’s menu.

1
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1 Helping Others  Making a decision

Activity Type Group discussion

Objective The students will be able to interact for a wide variety of purposes such as group 
decision making using useful expressions.

Function Making a decision

CEFR Level B1

Suggested Timing Warm-up activity 10 minutes

Review functional language 5 minutes

Practice dialogue 10 minutes

Group decision-making 20 minutes

Suggestion Ask the students to decide on another way to raise money.

2 Making Plans  Making and responding to suggestions 

Activity Type Pair work discussion

Objective The students will be able to interact for a variety of purposes such as making and 
responding to suggestions using useful expressions.

Function Making and responding to suggestions

CEFR Level B1

Suggested Timing Warm-up activity 5 minutes

Review functional language 5 minutes

Discussing schedules and activities 25 minutes

Share with another pair 10 minutes

Suggestion Tell the students to add other activities that they can do together to the list.

3 Traveling  Expressing opinions

Activity Type Role-play

Objective The students will be able to express their opinions and reach a decision using 
useful vocabulary.

Function Expressing opinions

CEFR Level B1

Suggested Timing Warm-up activity 5 minutes

Review topic vocabulary 10 minutes

Practice dialogue 10 minutes

Role-play activity 20 minutes

Suggestion Add a number of factors and see if they affect the students’ as to which means of 
transportation to take. For example, giving the purpose of the trip, deciding what 
season it is, etc.  

1

1

1
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4 Traveling  Requesting information

Activity Type Role-play

Objective The students will be able to find out information and purchase a train ticket using 
useful expressions.

Function Requesting information

CEFR Level B1

Suggested Timing Warm-up activity 5 minutes

Practice dialogue 10 minutes

Review functional language 5 minutes

Role-play activity 25 minutes

Suggestion Have the students choose another destination or a different means of 
transportation.

5 Choosing a Place to Stay  Stating preferences

Activity Type Role-play

Objective The students will be able to discuss the advantages and disadvantages of a 
decision and state their preference using useful expressions.

Function Stating preferences

CEFR Level B1

Suggested Timing Warm-up activity 10 minutes

Review functional language 5 minutes

Role-play activities 30 minutes

Suggestion Have the students role-play a different scenario: Imagine you have been living 
with a host family and are unhappy. Explain why you want to switch to the youth 
hostel.

6  Discussing Past Events  Describing experiences

Activity Type Pair work discussion

Objective The students will be able to interact for a variety of purposes such as discussing 
past events.

Function Describing experiences

CEFR Level B1

Suggested Timing Warm-up activity 5 minutes

Formulating questions 15 minutes

Discussing past experiences 25 minutes

Suggestion Tell the students to relate to the pictures as hypothetical situations and ask them 
to discuss what they would do if they were there.

1

1

1
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7 Buying a Gift  Making a purchase 

Activity Type Role-play

Objective The students will be able to speak to a salesperson in order to make a purchase 
using useful expressions.

Function Making a purchase

CEFR Level B1

Suggested Timing Warm-up activity 10 minutes

Review functional language 5 minutes

Practice dialogue 10 minutes

Role-play activity 20 minutes

Suggestion Have the students decide which items they would like to buy. 

8 Buying a Gift  Returning a purchase

Activity Type Role-play

Objective The students will be able to speak to a customer service representative in order to 
return a purchase using useful words and expressions.

Function Returning a purchase

CEFR Level B1

Suggested Timing Warm-up activity 5 minutes

Review topic vocabulary and functional language 5 minutes

Practice dialogue 10 minutes

Role-play activity 25 minutes

Suggestion Tell the students to decide which item they would like to return to the store.

9 Taking a Vacation  Describing people and places

Activity Type Role-play

Objective The students will be able to describe people and places using useful words.

Function Describing people and places

CEFR Level B1

Suggested Timing Warm-up activity 5 minutes

Review topic vocabulary 5 minutes

Listening comprehension activity 10 minutes

Role-play activity 25 minutes

Suggestion Ask the students to talk about a trip that they didn’t enjoy.

1

1

1
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0 Comparing Activities  Talking about similarities and differences 

Activity Type Picture comparison

Objective The students will be able to compare and contrast activities.

Function Talking about similarities and differences

CEFR Level B1

Suggested Timing Warm-up activity 5 minutes

Picture comparison 20 minutes

Discussion questions 20 minutes

Suggestion Ask the students to discuss activities that people in Israel like to do together and / 
or about the way people dress in Israel. 

1 Doing Sports  Making a decision 

Activity Type Role-play

Objective The students will be able to discuss advantages and disadvantages and make a 
decision using useful expressions.

Function Making a decision

CEFR Level B1

Suggested Timing Warm-up activity 5 minutes

Review functional language 5 minutes

Listening comprehension activity 10 minutes

Role-play activity 25 minutes

Suggestion Tell the students to decide on another sport to do together that is not listed.

2 Choosing a Career  Asking for and giving advice

Activity Type Role-play

Objective The students will be able to interact for a variety of purposes such as asking for 
and giving advice using useful expressions.

Function Asking for and giving advice

CEFR Level B1

Suggested Timing Warm-up activity 5 minutes

Practice dialogue 10 minutes

Review functional language 5 minutes

Role-play activity 25 minutes

Suggestion Have the students role-play the situation as themselves, that is, ask for advice 
about what they should do after leaving school.

2

2

2
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3 Choosing a Career  Interviewing for a job

Activity Type Role-play

Objective The students will be able to ask and answer questions in an interview using useful 
expressions.

Function Interviewing for a job

CEFR Level B1

Suggested Timing Warm-up activity 10 minutes

Listening comprehension activity 10 minutes

Review functional language 5 minutes

Role-play activity 20 minutes

Suggestion Tell the students to choose a job that they are interested in and practice the 
interview as themselves.

4 Describing a Picture  Talking about feelings

Activity Type Picture comparison

Objective The students will be able to express ideas and feelings.

Function Talking about feelings

CEFR Level B1

Suggested Timing Warm-up activity 5 minutes

Picture description 20 minutes

Discussion questions 20 minutes

Suggestion Ask the students to come up with solutions to help the woman with her problem.

5 Giving a Presentation  Describing and recommending

Activity Type Class presentation

Objective The students will be able to give a presentation using a plan and useful 
expressions.

Function Describing and recommending

CEFR Level B1

Suggested Timing Warm-up activity 5 minutes

Review project plan 15 minutes

Review functional language 5 minutes

Project work 20 minutes

Suggestion Give the students class time to plan and prepare their presentations. Then assign 
dates for the presentations. Explain to the class that they will take on the role of 
active listeners during their classmates’ presentations.

2

2

2
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LISTENING SCRIPTS

2 Meeting People
 page 6, exercise B

 1. Teacher: Good morning. My name is Mr Smith.
  Students: Good morning, Mr Smith.

 2. Woman: Hello. My name’s Mary Welton.
  Man:  Pleased to meet you. I’m Jake Richards.
  Woman:  Is this your first time here?
  Man:  No. I was here last year. 

 3. Boy:  Hi. I’m Tom.
  Girl:  Nice to meet you, Tom. I’m Sandra.
  Boy:  Which school do you go to?
  Girl:  Northbridge. And you?

 4. Man:  Mum, Dad, this is Jane.
  Woman:   Hello, Mr and Mrs Simpson. I’ve heard so much about you. It’s nice to finally 

meet you. 

 5. Boy 1:  Hey, Bob! Good to see you!
  Boy 2:  You too, Max. How’s it going?
  Boy 1:  Great, thanks. You?
  Boy 2:  Couldn’t be better.

2 Meeting People
 page 7, exercise E2

 Mike: You’re Anna, aren’t you?

 Anna: Yes. And you are …?

 Mike: I’m Mike. Where are you from?

 Anna: I’m from New York. My family moved here this summer.

 Mike: Do you have any brothers and sisters?

 Anna: I have one brother and two sisters. But they don’t go to this school.

 Mike:  You’re lucky! I’m an only child. I don’t have any brothers and sisters. How do you like 
school so far?

 Anna: It’s pretty good. I really like the teachers here.

 Mike: Do you live nearby?

 Anna: Not far. It’s about 15 minutes by bus.

 Mike: What do you do in your free time?

 Anna:  I play basketball a couple of times a week. I also go to the movies a lot. I love films! 

 Mike: Maybe we can go together some time.

 Anna: I’d like that.
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3 Solving a Problem
 page 9, exercise C

 John:  I can see why it’s hard for you to decide what to do. On the one hand, hearing your 
friend play will be cool. On the other hand, your sister will probably be nervous about 
being in her first school play.

 Amy: I know. So what should I do?

 John:  Obviously you can’t be in two places at one time. Probably the best thing to do is to go 
to your sister’s play.

 Amy: Why’s that?

 John:  You’ll have other chances to see your friend’s band at a concert. It’s not her first time 
performing and it won’t be her last. But with your sister it’s different. Her play might be 
boring, but there will never be another first school play for her. Your support will make 
a difference to her. Also, your friend will be busy and won’t necessarily notice you. But 
your sister will be thrilled that the whole family is there for her. That’s why if I were 
you, I’d go see your sister’s play.

6 Going Shopping
 page 13, exercise B

 Shelly:  What do you think of these pants?

 Clara:  They’re OK, I suppose.

 Shelly:  What’s wrong with them?

 Clara:  I’m not sure about the color. Here, try these on.

 Shelly:  All right.

 ......

 Shelly:  So, how are these?

 Clara:  Much better. They’re really cool!

 ......

 Clara:  What do you think of this top?

 Shelly:  It looks great.

 Clara:  Do you think so? I’m not sure about the stripes.  

 Shelly:  So try on this one.

 Clara:  I will.  

 ......

 Clara:  Here. How’s this?

 Shelly: I think the first one looked better on you.
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9 Taking a Vacation
 page 32, exercises B and C

 Girl:  What was your favorite vacation, Mark?

 Mark:  That’s easy. It was last summer on the Italian Riviera.

 Girl:  Who did you go with?

 Mark:  My dad. We had never been on vacation together before, just the two of us.   

 Girl:  Where did you stay?

 Mark:  At a hotel – which was OK, but it was a bit far from the beach.

 Girl:  Did you do anything exciting while you were there?

 Mark:   Well, we spent a lot of time at the beach, swimming. One afternoon we went cycling 
along the coast. But we went sightseeing too. We spent a day in Florence and went to 
lots of museums and churches. For me it was a little boring, but my dad likes that kind 
of stuff. After Florence, we took a short trip to a small town called San Gimignano, 
which was cool. It has lots of medieval towers. We walked up to the top of one of the 
towers and the view was amazing!

 Girl: Sounds as if you had a good time. What did you enjoy the most?

 Mark:   That’s not easy to answer. I think it was all really special because my father and I don’t 
often get to spend that much time together.

1 Doing Sports
 page 34, exercise C

 Student A:  I think tennis might be fun to do together. We can do it whenever we want because 
most courts are open from early morning to late at night. How do you feel about it?

 Student B:  I’m not sure tennis is a good idea because you have to learn it with a professional 
coach. That can be expensive. What do you think about volleyball? It can make us 
very fit!

 Student A:  That’s true. And we can get to know some new people too. Cycling also looks like 
fun. We both have bicycles so we don’t need to buy any special equipment.

 Student B:  Maybe, but it isn’t fun if the weather is bad. What do you think about wall 
climbing? There’s a climbing wall at the park so we can go whenever we want.

 Student A:  I’m not sure about wall climbing because it can be dangerous. How about 
swimming? We don’t need a professional coach because we know how to swim. 
And we can do it together or alone.

 Student B:  What a good idea! Swimming sounds perfect.

 Student A:  Right, so do we agree? There’s a swimming pool near school. We can start next 
week.

1

2
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3 Choosing a Career
 page 36, exercise B

 Interviewer: Good morning. Can you please tell me your name?   

 Bob: It’s Bob Cummings.

 Interviewer: Well, Bob, tell me something about yourself.

 Bob:  I’m a student at Regents School and I’m 16 years old. 

 Interviewer: Do you have any special interests or goals, Bob?  

 Bob:  I’m interested in sports. I play basketball and football. I would like to be a 
sports teacher one day.

 Interviewer: What kind of experience do you have for this job?

 Bob: Well, I’ve taught swimming and I’ve done a lot of babysitting.

 Interviewer: And what special skills do you have?

 Bob: I have a swimming instructor’s license.  

 Interviewer: What do you think your strong and weak points are?

 Bob:  Hmmm, I’m friendly and I’m a good team worker. My weak points? I don’t 
really like working alone.  

 Interviewer: Thank you, Bob. We’ll let you know our decision in a couple of days.

2
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